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Figure 1: We propose the use of VR for in situ authentication evaluations in private and sensitive contexts. We investigated the impact of isolated authentications, where users authenticate in a lab environment (1), and in situ authentications, where users’ authentication precedes a primary task (2), on a system’s usability evaluation results. Our work highlights the importance of in situ authentication evaluations, demonstrates how the use of VR advances common authentication system evaluations, and enables researchers to research contexts that are close to impossible to study in the wild and challenging to replicate in the lab.

ABSTRACT
In situ evaluations of novel authentication systems, where the system is evaluated in its intended usage context, are often infeasible due to ethical and legal constraints. Consequently, researchers evaluate their authentication systems in the lab, which questions the ecological validity. In this work, we explore how VR can overcome the shortcomings of authentication studies conducted in the lab and contribute towards more realistic authentication research. We built a highly realistic automated teller machine (ATM) and a VR replica to investigate through a user study (N=20) the impact of in situ evaluations on an authentication system’s usability evaluation results. We evaluated and compared: Lab studies in the real world, lab studies in VR, in situ studies in the real world, and in situ studies in VR. Our findings highlight 1) VR’s great potential to circumvent potential restrictions researchers experience when evaluating authentication schemes and 2) the impact of the context on an authentication system’s usability evaluation results. In situ ATM authentications took longer (+24.71% in the real world, +14.17% in VR) than authentications in a traditional (VR) lab environment and elicited a higher sense of being part of an ATM authentication scenario compared to a real-world and VR-based evaluation in the lab. Our quantitative findings, along with participants’ qualitative feedback, provide first evidence of increased authentication realism when using VR for in situ authentication research. We provide researchers with a novel research approach to conduct (simulated) in situ authentication research, discuss our findings in the light of prior works, and conclude with three key lessons to support researchers in deciding when to use VR for in situ authentication research.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Usable security researchers experience significant challenges when conducting research in sensitive and private contexts. A classic example is research on automated teller machines (ATMs), an area of research that is challenging to conduct due to ethical and legal constraints [21, 51, 76]. While a plethora of novel ATM authentication methods has been proposed (e.g., [11, 20, 25]), there is a shortcoming in research that evaluates these systems in their corresponding environment (in situ1), creating uncertainty in the value and validity of authentication research conducted in the lab. For example, while researchers proposed a significant amount of authentication methods that can potentially outperform the widely used 4-digit PINs, the vast majority of those were not evaluated in realistic scenarios in the wild. Consequently, novel ATM authentication methods have not yet found their way into the real world with ATMs using traditional 4-digit PINs, which are subject to many vulnerabilities such as shoulder surfing2, since 1967. One potential reason is the fact that researching such private and sensitive contexts is near impossible because researchers often do not have the required resources and links to industry partners [51]. It is also not ethically and legally feasible to video record users’ actual PIN input on a real-world ATM [7, 21, 76]. As a result, researchers either evaluate their security systems in a setup that is isolated3 from an actual authentication scenario (e.g., [20, 42]) or aim to create “realistic” authentication scenarios in the lab (e.g., [25]). However, it remains unclear to what extent the conclusions drawn from such lab experiments match with the findings from an in situ evaluation where the authentication scheme is part of an actual production task [67] (e.g., withdrawing cash from an ATM). In situ investigations are particularly interesting because authentication is usually not users’ primary task, but a secondary task that precedes a production task [67]. This raises the following questions: Does a usability evaluation of an authentication scheme differ when the scheme is evaluated in situ rather than isolated from users’ production task? And do users behave in a VR-simulated authentication scenario similarly as they do in the wild? To address these questions, we conducted a user study (N=20) in which we exposed participants to an ATM authentication scenario in the real world and in VR. We compared a) users’ per-

1In situ refers to a (simulated) environment for which the authentication scheme is intended to be used (similar to [75, 78]).
2Shoulder surfing refers to the act of observing other people’s information without their consent [27].
3Isolated refers to a scenario where participants experience the authentication independent from an actual production task [67].
formance and behaviour when interacting with two different ATM replications and b) how embedding an authentication scheme into its actual usage context impacts the experiment’s usability results. Our results show that in situ authentications take longer than isolated ones with an increase in the authentication times by 24.71% in the real world (RW) and by 14.17% in VR. We also investigated a more vivid VR environment (see Fig. 3) to investigate the impact of external factors such as social density [47] on in situ authentication evaluations, which increased authentication times by 22.31% compared to an evaluation in a virtual lab environment. Our VR research approach contributed to some sense of authentication realism, even in a fully controlled user study. We found that (simulated) in situ VR evaluations elicited a higher sense of presence (M=3.77, SD=1.67) compared to a VR authentication evaluation in the lab (M=3.05, SD=1.80) and resulted in a decreased feeling of being part of a user study (M=3.15, SD=1.11) compared to a traditional lab study in the real world (M=3.70, SD=1.23). These results highlight the potential of using VR for authentication research that is closer to reality. Despite the effort put into simulating such an ATM scenario in the lab and recreating it in VR, there still remains a gap between research in the wild and what is possible to simulate. For example, our simulations were not able to elicit PIN entry shielding behaviour, which happens in reality as observed by De Luca et al. [21].

Contribution Statement. The contribution of our work is three-fold: (1) While prior work showed some first evidence of the use of VR for real-world authentication research in a lab setting [52], we propose VR as a research method for in situ authentication research and evaluate its methodology through a replication and comparison study of ColorPIN [20], whose characteristics we describe in more detail in Sect. 3.1. (2) We compare users’ authentication performance and behaviour in two different scenarios (i.e., isolated and in situ) using two different means: a real-world evaluation and a VR evaluation. We contribute to the validation of applying VR in the real-world authentication research domain, show how in situ (VR) evaluations lead to a sense of realism, and enable researchers to study novel authentication methods in their intended usage contexts. (3) We discuss the importance of (simulated) in situ authentication evaluations, link our findings to prior real-world ATM research, and provide three key lessons to support researchers in their future (in situ) authentication research using VR.

2 Related work

We review previous works in the authentication domain and works that used VR as a research platform for human-centred research.

2.1 Authentication Research

The authentication research domain is considerably large with works ranging from novel prototype systems aiming to provide users with usable and secure authentication schemes (e.g., [1, 13, 34, 77]) to qualitative research that aims to understand users’ authentication behaviour and preference (e.g., [19, 43, 56, 63]). While a significant part of usable security research draws on out-of-the-lab research methods [4] (e.g., interviews [10, 68], online studies [8, 9, 19]), there is a considerable amount of research that still relies on lab-based investigations. Corresponding user studies are suitable for the evaluation of novel authentication schemes for mobile devices (e.g., [14, 22]) and desktop computers (e.g., [1, 71, 79]), but conducting authentication research on devices that are not easy to access (e.g., ATMs) is particularly challenging. Despite the challenges, there is research in (or about) such sensitive and private contexts. Eiband et al. [27] conducted an online survey to better understand shoulder surfing in the wild by synthesising stories from users and observers. Instead of observing real-world shoulder surfing, they applied the critical incident technique [30] to “generate a comprehensive and detailed description” of shoulder surfing in the wild [27]. De Luca et al. [21] aimed to understand real-world ATM use and discussed several ethical and legal constraints that played an important role in their study design. De Luca et al. [21] relied on observational data and emphasised the importance of knowing the limitations of such observational research (e.g., some findings are based on speculative reasoning). Dunphy et al. [25] exposed participants to a low-fidelity ATM prototype environment and explored the strengths of gaze-based ATM authentication. Building upon the previously mentioned approaches to conduct more realistic security research, Krol et al. [45] emphasised the importance of providing participants with a primary task, which is usually not authentication [65], to work towards robust usable security research. Fahl et al. [29] showed that findings of roleplaying scenarios to create passwords in the lab match to a great extent with users’ real-world behaviour. However, roleplaying to improve ecological validity of password studies [29] still comes with limitations that need to be considered when drawing conclusions. Dunphy et al. [25] argued that future work is required to increase the ecological validity of their lab study’s ATM environment. Although De Luca et al. [20] made use of “typical” ATM hardware in their lab study, they argued that lab experiments “can never mirror completely the real situation when using an ATM” [21].

In summary, conducting in situ authentication research is an underexplored research field due to the ethical and legal constraints and the resource-intensive nature of this type of research. Mathis et al. [51] argued that a future direction of usable security should be to “investigate alternative platforms for conducting research” to result in noticeable real-world impact, to which we aim to contribute with our work.

2.2 VR Studies for Real-World Research

There is a large body of work that investigated how VR studies can complement existing research paradigms. Mäkelä et al. [48] investigated the feasibility of VR to evaluate deployments of public displays. Their comparison between a real-world setting and a VR replica showed that users behave similarly in front of a public display in both realities [48]. Savino et al. [69] showed that VR can offer a promising simulation environment to test pedestrian navigation techniques, but that using VR also comes with challenges that impact its validity compared to an equivalent real-world investigation. For example, the limited field of view and legibility can significantly impact users’ experience in VR. Voit et al. [75] explored the differences and similarities when using a set of five different research methods (i.e., online, VR, AR, lab setup, in situ) to evaluate smart artefacts. Their user study showed that the selected research method can negatively impact the study outcome with regards to usability ratings [75]. However, VR and in situ provided similar ratings for usability, attractiveness, pragmatic and hedonic qualities [75]. Mathis et al. [52] conducted a replication study of a real-world authentication system to find that many findings collected in VR match to a great extent with users’ real-world behaviour. However, in a similar vein as Voit et al. [75] and Savino et al. [69], Mathis et al. argued that the technology can have a negative impact on the evaluation (e.g., touch input was significantly slower in VR than in reality) [52]. Others investigated the feasibility of a non-immersive VR ATM environment to relearn the use of ATMs for people with acquired brain injury, showing that a VR-powered ATM presents participants with a valid assessment and training tool [31]. Ragan et al. [64] proposed the use of virtual environments to simulate augmented reality systems for usability evaluations to allow for complete control of the study environment.

In summary, previous works provided some initial evidence of the use of VR as a substitute technology for empirical evaluations and argued that using VR as an empirical research method can be particularly promising in situations where evaluations are challenging to conduct (e.g., in safety-critical, expensive scenarios [6, 48, 54, 62, 78]).
2.3 Research Gap and Research Questions

Novel authentication schemes are often evaluated in a way where participants do not interact with the authentication scheme in its intended context (e.g., [20, 42]). To overcome the existing shortcomings of authentication research in the lab, we build upon the success of prior VR studies and set out to answer the following two research questions: (RQ1) How does a VR-based in situ authentication evaluation impact a real-world authentication system’s usability results? (RQ2) To what extent does the use of VR contribute towards a sense of authentication realism, even in a controlled user study?

We carry out in-depth empirical (simulated) in situ authentication research by applying VR as a research method to replicate real-world authentication scenarios. This builds upon Mathis et al.’s work that provided some initial evidence of the use of VR for real-world authentication research [52], but did not conduct a comparison between in situ and isolated authentications. Understanding the impact of in situ evaluations on an authentication systems usability evaluation results is important because understanding users’ behaviour is a key factor in human-centred security research [5, 65]. Our work is the first that applies the proposed idea of virtual in situ authentication research by Mathis et al. [50–52], with a particular focus on VR-powered in situ authentications, which is a novel application domain for VR studies as security is best studied when users experience it as a secondary task like in reality [67].

3 Method

While a common approach to evaluate novel authentication schemes is to compare their usability to traditional authentication systems [18, 39, 41, 60], we investigate to what extent the context in which such novel systems are evaluated impacts the system’s usability results and users’ behaviour. Mathis et al. [52] voiced that significantly more validation work is required before the research community can treat a VR-based research approach as a valid alternative to real-world studies. As detailed in Sect. 2.3, prior work did not investigate a comparison between in situ and isolated authentications, which is particularly interesting for human-centred authentication research because 1) conducting in-depth in situ authentication research in the real world is close to impossible [21], and 2) authentication is usually not considered to be users’ primary task [44, 45, 67]. As a result, and to further contribute to the validation of VR studies for real-world authentication research, we compare in situ evaluations to lab-based evaluations in both the real and virtual world. We, therefore, built a real-world ATM prototype and a virtual replica of the same ATM. The study followed a within-subject design with the order of the conditions being counter-balanced using a Latin Square. The ATM environments were set up as realistic as possible (see Fig. 3 and Sect. 3.7) to contribute to high ecological validity. Skarbez et al. [72] showed that a realistic scale of the space is the most important factor for generating a “feeling of reality” [72]. While our setting depicts a “realistic” ATM scenario, there is still a gap to an ATM experience in the wild, which we discuss further in Sect. 5 based on our findings and prior research in the wild [21, 76].

3.1 Studied Authentication Scheme: ColorPIN

We decided to replicate ColorPIN [20] to achieve our main goal of investigating the suitability of VR for in situ authentication research and assessing the impact of VR and in situ evaluations on users’ authentication performance and behaviour. Our motivation behind replicating ColorPIN [20] is manifold. First, ColorPIN is proposed as an authentication scheme for ATMs, but its original evaluation took place in an isolated way, which means that users’ authentications were not part of an actual ATM interaction scenario [20]. Through our investigation, we aim to close the gap between such isolated usability evaluations and in situ evaluations of authentication schemes. Second, ColorPIN’s intended application context, ATM authentication, received significant attention in the past that highlighted the challenges researchers experience in such contexts [21, 76]. Furthermore, ColorPIN’s underlying concept (i.e., one-to-one relationship between PIN length and required input) is commonly used in authentication research (e.g., [24, 42, 53, 77]). In summary, the ethical and legal barriers when conducting authentication research in the wild (e.g., [21, 76]), the widespread use of ATMs [59], and ColorPIN’s characteristics [20] make it a suitable candidate for our investigation.

ColorPIN: A Brief Overview. ColorPIN is a highly secure and usable ATM authentication scheme, initially proposed by De Luca et al. [20] and further studied by Bianchi et al. [12] and Lee [46]. A user enters a ColorPIN using a commercial keyboard by selecting a letter that corresponds to a digit, see Fig. 2. For example, instead of entering 1-2-3-4 on a keypad, users map their ColorPIN to coloured letters that are displayed below the digits on the authentication interface. To input 1(black) in Fig. 2 the user would need to press “U” on the keyboard. Letters are randomly assigned after each input.

3.2 Independent Variables

We investigated the impact of two independent variables on user authentications: the authentication context (isolated from a primary task vs integrated into a primary task) and authentication environment (real world vs virtual reality). In all conditions (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 3), we use ColorPIN [20] as authentication method.

3.2.1 Authentication Context (IV1)

We investigate the extent to which the authentication context impacts users’ authentication performance and behaviour.

Isolated Authentication (Lab). Isolated refers to a traditional lab setting where the authentication scheme is not evaluated in the intended usage context (e.g., on a desktop PC instead of an ATM). This presents participants with an authentication isolated from a production task, the de facto standard when evaluating authentication scheme (e.g., [1, 39, 41, 42, 77]), which is inline with the original real-world study context [20]. We use this condition as our baseline in the real world (RW Lab) and in VR (VR Lab).

Integrated Authentication (ATM). We embedded ColorPIN into an actual ATM system for which the scheme has initially been built [20]. We did this to increase the realism of the authentication scenario by preceding the authentication by a production task [65]. By doing this, we do not artificially draw participants’ attention to the authentication itself, but rather to the production task, which depicts a scenario closer to how authentication usually happens in reality. We had two identical scenarios: one in the real world (RW ATM) and one in VR (VR ATM). Due to the required resources in the real world to simulate realistic ATM environments (e.g., additional bystanders, access to a public space), we further aimed to demonstrate how VR can be used as an effective and affordable research method. We included an additional condition (VR ATM Public) to investigate if participants change their authentication behaviour based on external factors such as additional bystanders (e.g., social density, location [47]).

3.2.2 Authentication Environment (IV2)

We investigate the extent to which the environment impacts users’ authentication performance and behaviour.
Participants’ task was to authenticate with ColorPIN using each of the five conditions, which means that participants went through 5 authentication sessions (authentication context × authentication environment = 4 + VR ATM Public = 5). We introduced participants first to the scenarios (lab and ATM) and environments (real world and VR). Participants then went through a training phase where they were introduced to ColorPIN prior to the data collection. This is a common approach in authentication research to ensure participants are familiar with the system [20, 53, 77]. Participants then authenticated using ColorPIN. After each authentication session, they reported their sense of presence using the IPQ questionnaire [70] and their perceived workload using the raw NASA-TLX questionnaire [35] (for both the authentication and the overall ATM interaction). Although the use of presence questionnaires for real-world experiences is debatable [74], we treat the reported sense of presence in the RW conditions as an indication of the user’s experience and sense of being part of an ATM authentication scenario, which we further discuss along with qualitative feedback. After filling in the IPQ and NASA-TLX, participants were asked to verbally walk us through their interactions and tell us about their perceived primary and secondary task (structured interview, see Sect. 4.4). We were interested in participants’ task perception, i.e., if they perceived the authentication as their primary or secondary task. We also asked participants to fill in a set of 5-point Likert scale questions.

We concluded with a ranking on the realism of the different authentication contexts and environments and with a semi-structured interview (reported in Sect. 4.6). We also collected participants’ security knowledge and attitude using the Security Behavior Intention Scale (SeBIS) [26] and their technological affinity using the Affinity for Technology Interaction (ATI) scale [32] to allow for better comparisons in future studies and support replications.

### 3.5 Statistical Analysis and Qualitative Data Analysis

Unless otherwise stated, we used repeated-measures ANOVAs for our statistical analysis. We performed an aligned rank transformation on our data to correct for violations of normalcy using ART by Wobbrock et al. [80]. For post-hoc pairwise comparisons we used ART-C [28], which were corrected using Bonferroni correction. We report $\eta^2$ (partial eta square) as an effect size statistic for our ART analysis (0.01 = small, 0.06 = medium, 0.14 = large [15, 16]). We had two baselines in our work: RW Lab and VR Lab; therefore, we ran two-way repeated-measures ANOVA where the independent variables were: Context (Lab vs ATM) and Environment (RW vs VR); this covered RW Lab, VR Lab, RW ATM, and VR ATM. We ran additional one-way repeated measures ANOVAs when comparing VR Lab to VR ATM and VR ATM Public. There were no outliers that had to be removed (e.g., measurement errors, data entry errors) – we kept those data points that are suspected of being legitimate to be representative of the population as a whole [61]. Previous work on ColorPIN showed that such outliers can be expected [46], especially when studying a sample not recruited within a university environment [36, 45, 51]. The structured interviews after each condition were transcribed and coded, with the most common themes discussed in Sect. 4.4. For the semi-structured interviews at the end of the study we split participants’ statements into meaningful excerpts, which resulted in overall N=280 participant statements. The lead researcher systematically clustered all participant statements using an affinity diagram. A second researcher performed a review of the clustering and added tags to clusters that required another iteration. Two researchers met to discuss the clustering and to resolve any discussion points that came up during the review process. Through this process, we identified five themes: 1) Perceived Realism: Reasoning, 2) Perceived Differences: ATM Authentication in the Wild, 3) Input Behaviour: The Keyboard, 4) ColorPIN Recall Strategy, 5) General Comments. We discuss those that are particularly relevant for the
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al affinity ranging from 1 to 6 was M=3.88 (SD=1.63).

3.7 Apparatus and Implementation

We implemented two software elements (in Unity, C#) to evaluate the strengths of VR for (simulated) in situ research and compare its findings to a state-of-the-art evaluation in the lab. We implemented a fully functional ATM UI for a real-world and virtual ATM (Fig. 3). For the real-world ATM that employs ColorPIN, we used a touch screen, cardboard, styrofoam, and metallic spray paint. Participants interacted with the ATM in an outdoor environment (see Fig. 3). We did this to further increase the realism of such an ATM interaction experience. We attached a commercial keyboard (as done in the original study [20]) to the ATM’s touch screen. Both ATMs (RW and VR) enable participants to navigate through the UI as they wish. We simulated a sensory behaviour for the real-world ATM to ensure high internal validity between the two ATMs. This means that once participants put in the credit card, the ATM’s UI changed based on an external trigger initiated by the experimenter (i.e., Wizard of Oz [17]). This behaviour was fully implemented in VR. For the virtual ATM, we used an ATM that matches our prototype in the real world [33]. We replicated the study environment as close as possible and used the branding of a local bank to increase the realism of our ATMs. Due to our baseline conditions, we also replicated the lab in the real world (RW Lab) to present participants with the same environment in VR (VR Lab). We used an Oculus Quest 2 and a Logitech C920 to bring the real-world keyboard into virtuality, which we mounted on a mini tripod and on a flexible camera holder (see Fig. 4). For the transition of users’ virtual hands (rendered through the Oculus Integration SDK [23]) to users’ real hands (rendered through the camera feed), we used an inferred partial blending. This means that a view of the keyboard and users’ hands only were blended into virtuality using a chroma key shader and a green screen (similar to [55]). We checked the position of users’ virtual hands and if they do not overlap with the physical keyboard we render the virtual hands, otherwise users’ real-world hands. We used Adobe Mixamo [3] for the virtual avatars in VR ATM Public (see Fig. 1 and

3.6 Call for Participation and Demographics

Demographics. Participants were on average 35.45 years old (SD=9.46), 13 participants self identified as male, 7 as female. All participants have used an ATM before, with M=2.33 (SD=2.03) ATM cash withdrawals a month. Almost all participants (n=17) had previous VR experience (a couple of times at a friend’s house (n=6), briefly at a demonstration (n=10), in their job (n=1)). The sample’s security knowledge and attitude score was M=3.18 (SD=1.57) on a scale ranging from 1 to 5 (Device Security: M=4.21, SD=1.36; Password Generation: M=3.3, SD=1.59; Proactive Awareness: M=2.44, SD=1.28; Updating: M=2.87, SD=1.45) and its technologi-

3.7 Apparatus and Implementation

We implemented two software elements (in Unity, C#) to evaluate the strengths of VR for (simulated) in situ research and compare its findings to a state-of-the-art evaluation in the lab. We implemented a fully functional ATM UI for a real-world and virtual ATM (Fig. 3). For the real-world ATM that employs ColorPIN, we used a touch screen, cardboard, styrofoam, and metallic spray paint. Participants interacted with the ATM in an outdoor environment (see Fig. 3). We did this to further increase the realism of such an ATM interaction experience. We attached a commercial keyboard (as done in the original study [20]) to the ATM’s touch screen. Both ATMs (RW and VR) enable participants to navigate through the UI as they wish. We simulated a sensory behaviour for the real-world ATM to ensure high internal validity between the two ATMs. This means that once participants put in the credit card, the ATM’s UI changed based on an external trigger initiated by the experimenter (i.e., Wizard of Oz [17]). This behaviour was fully implemented in VR. For the virtual ATM, we used an ATM that matches our prototype in the real world [33]. We replicated the study environment as close as possible and used the branding of a local bank to increase the realism of our ATMs. Due to our baseline conditions, we also replicated the lab in the real world (RW Lab) to present participants with the same environment in VR (VR Lab). We used an Oculus Quest 2 and a Logitech C920 to bring the real-world keyboard into virtuality, which we mounted on a mini tripod and on a flexible camera holder (see Fig. 4). For the transition of users’ virtual hands (rendered through the Oculus Integration SDK [23]) to users’ real hands (rendered through the camera feed), we used an inferred partial blending. This means that a view of the keyboard and users’ hands only were blended into virtuality using a chroma key shader and a green screen (similar to [55]). We checked the position of users’ virtual hands and if they do not overlap with the physical keyboard we render the virtual hands, otherwise users’ real-world hands. We used Adobe Mixamo [3] for the virtual avatars in VR ATM Public (see Fig. 1 and

Figure 4: For each setup, we had a physical keyboard, a greenscreen, and a camera to blend the keyboard and users’ hands into virtuality, similar to McGill et al. [55] and Oculus’ Passsthrough API [23].

Fig. 3) and added environmental sound (e.g., people chatting, birds twittering). We did this to improve the fairness of the comparison between RW ATM and VR ATM and to immerse participants into a more vivid environment in VR ATM Public:

4 RESULTS

4.1 Authentication Time (in seconds)

We measured participants’ authentication time from the first character entry until the last character entry. This depicts the overall authentication time that has also been reported in the original ColorPIN study [20], and it is a common approach when evaluating authentication systems and their usability [22, 40, 53]. We only consider successful ColorPIN entries for the analysis. There was a significant main effect of environment (F(1,49) = 27.00, p < 0.05, ηp² = 0.36) on users’ authentication time. Authentications were significantly faster in the real world than in VR (p < 0.05), with RW Lab (M=13.28, SD=7.76, Md=10.04) being significantly faster than VR Lab (M=20.89, SD=8.33, Md=20.50), and RW ATM (M=16.57, SD=14.01, Md=12.36) being significantly faster than VR ATM (M=23.85, SD=25.32, Md=16.45). There was no main effect of context and no interaction effect (p > 0.05). When comparing VR ATM Public (M=25.55, SD=13.73, Md=22.57) to VR Lab and VR ATM, there was a significant effect of context (F(2,33) = 3.76, p < 0.05, ηp² = 0.18). Post-hoc pairwise comparisons did not confirm these significant differences (p > 0.05). Despite the absence of sig-

4.2 Error Rate (Corrections and Incorrect Entries)

We distinguish between corrections, the number of corrections before submitting a ColorPIN, and errors, the number of incorrect ColorPIN entries. Note that there was a maximum of three tries to authenticate correctly. There was no main effect of the environment, the context, and no interaction effect on participants’ number of corrections. Appendix D in our supplementary material shows the F-ratios, together with effect sizes, means, and standard deviations (stdevs). There was also no significant effect of the context between both environments: from RW Lab to RW ATM (+24.71%), from VR Lab to VR ATM (+14.17%), and from VR Lab to VR ATM Public (+22.31%). Results are visualised in Fig. 5. Authentication times in RW Lab are roughly the same as reported in the original ColorPIN paper (M=13.28, SD=7.76 vs M=13.33, SD=1.74) [20].

Incorrect Cash Withdrawals. We collected participants’ cash recall performance (i.e., to what extent they could recall the amount

scope of our research in Sect. 4.6. Note that reporting the number of participants who shared certain opinions would be inaccurate due to the use of a semi-structured interview approach; thus, we only report frequencies where appropriate. Quotes were translated from German where necessary.
Figure 5: Authentications were significantly faster in reality than in VR. Authentications were slower in both environments when they were performed in advance of a production task (i.e., withdrawing cash on an ATM). There is no evidence that the number of ColorPIN corrections and errors differ significantly between the conditions. Error bars denote adjusted 95% CIs [57].

of cash they were supposed to withdraw. We ran a Cochran’s Q test to investigate if the differences between our five conditions are significant. Participants’ primary task performance, i.e. correctly recalling the amount of cash they had to withdraw, was not statistically significant between the conditions ($x^2(4) = 2.194, p = 0.70$). There were two participants in RW Lab, four in RW ATM, and five each in VR Lab, VR ATM, and VR ATM Public who were not able to correctly recall the amount of cash they were supposed to withdraw.

4.3 Sense of Presence and Perceived Workload

Table 1 and Table 2 provide an overview of all means, stds, and statistical analyses of the IPQ and NASA-TLX values, featuring the subscales 1) sense of being there (PRES), 2) spatial presence (SP), 3) involvement (INV), 4) experienced realism (REAL), and 5) the raw NASA-TLX scores. Participants’ sense of presence was significantly higher in RW ATM, VR ATM, and VR ATM Public than RW Lab and VR Lab ($p < 0.05$), and significantly higher in VR ATM Public than in VR Lab ($p < 0.05$). A more nuanced analysis on the level of each subscale is reported in Table 1 and Table 2, including means, stds, and our statistical analysis, which followed the approach described in Sect. 3.5. There were statistically significant main effects in all IPQ’s subscales, with participants’ sense of being part of an ATM authentication scenario, spatial presence, and realism being statistically significantly higher in the in situ ATM experiences than in RW Lab and VR Lab.

For the NASA-TLX values, there is no evidence that participants’ perceived workload differed significantly between the conditions ($p > 0.05$). Fig. 6, Table 1, and Table 2 provide an overview of the values and our statistical analysis. Appendix C in our supplementary material shows all NASA-TLX subdimensions.

4.4 Structured Interview

We were interested in learning which part of the task participants perceived as their primary task and the differences between their user study experience and ATM interactions in the wild. The questionnaire is available in our supplementary material (Appendix A).

4.4.1 Primary and Secondary Task Perception

When isolating ColorPIN from an actual production task (RW Lab and VR Lab), we noticed that a notable amount of participants perceived entering the correct ColorPIN as their primary task (RW Lab: n=12; VR Lab: n=17) rather than withdrawing cash at an ATM. When ColorPIN was part of an overall production task where participants had to perform a task before and after the actual authentication (i.e., RW ATM, VR ATM, VR ATM Public), they mentioned less often that they perceived entering the correct ColorPIN as their primary task (RW ATM: n=9; VR ATM: n=8; VR ATM Public: n=8). This means that while our three ATM conditions did a slightly better job in providing participants with a realistic authentication context compared to RW Lab and VR Lab, we were still not capable of providing them with a fully realistic authentication experience. Some participants still perceived the authentication as their primary task, which is usually not the case in the real world [45, 68].

4.4.2 Perceived Differences to ATM Interaction in the Wild

When asked about participants’ perceived differences compared to a real-world ATM withdrawal there was one comment that appeared frequently across all conditions. Participants mentioned that ColorPIN notably differs from the authentication scheme they are familiar with (i.e., traditional 4-digit PIN authentication, n=9 for RW Lab, n=15 for RW ATM, n=12 for VR Lab, n=14 for VR ATM, n=10 for VR ATM Public). This is an interesting finding because it implies that at the point where researchers study novel real-world authentication schemes it is challenging to present participants with a highly realistic scenario. We discuss this further in Sect. 5.2.

In RW Lab and VR Lab participants mentioned that they were sitting in front of a PC (n=8 for RW Lab, n=4 for VR Lab) and that this leads to a different experience than being part of an ATM interaction scenario (n=10 for RW Lab, n=12 for VR Lab). About half of our participants (n=11) mentioned that in RW ATM the fidelity and location of the ATM deviated from an ATM withdrawal scenario in the wild (n=7 for VR ATM, n=2 for VR ATM Public). There were some participants who mentioned that using VR (e.g., putting on the headset) is something they would not do in the real world (n=6 for VR Lab, n=5 for VR ATM, n=4 for VR ATM Public) and n=7 mentioned that they would usually take precautions when they see other people next to them, which they did not do in our study.

4.4.3 5-Point Likert Scales

We asked participants on 5-Point Likert scales (1=strongly disagree, 5=strongly agree) a) if they felt being part of a laboratory study during the authentication, b) if they were aware of the experimenter, c) if the experimenter’s presence impacted their performance and behaviour, and d) if recalling the PIN made it more challenging to complete the other cash withdrawal steps, and vice versa. A Friedman test with post-hoc Wilcoxon signed-rank tests resulted in a significant difference between the conditions and participants’ feeling of being part of a laboratory study ($x^2(4) = 12.670, p < 0.05$). Participants’ feeling of being part of a laboratory study was statistically significantly less in RW ATM ($Z = -2.375, p = 0.018$), VR ATM ($Z = -2.484, p = 0.013$), and VR ATM Public ($Z = -2.365, p = 0.018$) compared to RW Lab. No other comparisons were statistically significant. Table 1 shows the means and stds.

4.5 Perceived Realism

Participants were asked to rank the different conditions based on their perceived realism (1=best, 5=worst). Raw scores were multiplied by a weight factor ($\times 5$ for rank 1, $\times 4$ for rank 2, etc.) and then summed up to compute weighted scores (based on [73]). RW ATM achieved the highest score (85) with VR ATM Public (80) on rank two and VR ATM on rank three (70). Both baseline conditions were perceived as the least realistic ATM contexts with RW Lab being perceived as slightly more realistic (37) than VR Lab (31). The ranking tells us

Figure 6: Participants’ sense of presence was significantly higher in RW ATM, VR ATM, and VR ATM Public compared to RW Lab and VR Lab. The mean raw NASA-TLX values did not differ significantly between the conditions. Note that we requested participants’ perceived workload two times for each ATM condition: $\times 1$ for their overall ATM interaction experience and $\times 1$ for their ColorPIN authentication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environment</th>
<th>RW Lab (ColorPIN only)</th>
<th>RW ATM (ColorPIN only)</th>
<th>VR Lab (ColorPIN only)</th>
<th>VR ATM (ColorPIN only)</th>
<th>VR ATM Public (ColorPIN only)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRES</td>
<td>37.0</td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>31.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SP</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INV</td>
<td>27.0</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REAL</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>112.0</td>
<td>106.0</td>
<td>105.0</td>
<td>102.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that in both the real world and in VR the replicated ATMs improved participants’ perceived ATM authentication realism.

4.6 Semi-structured Interview

We conducted a semi-structured interview at the end of the study to capture the rich nuances of participants’ experiences in a more qualitative way. The data has been analysed as described in Sect. 3.5 and our roughly used questionnaire can be found in Appendix B in our supplementary material.

4.6.1 Perceived Realism: Reasoning

As reported in Sect. 4.5, participants perceived RW ATM as most similar to an ATM withdrawal experience in the wild. P1 voiced that “the real-world ATM was the most realistic because there was something in front of me, I could really feel the card.” (P1). Others voiced that they perceived the real-world ATM as the most realistic one because “you cannot get closer to where you have the ATM 1:1 in front of you” (P11). We also noticed discussions around the realism of an ATM scenario where other people are relatively close to the user authenticating. P19, for example, perceived RW ATM and VR ATM as more realistic than VR ATM Public because he is not familiar with a situation where other people are relatively close to the ATM. Others perceived VR ATM Public as more realistic than VR ATM and explained this around the fact that “ATMs are usually at locations where much more is going on” (P4). For both RW Lab and VR Lab, participants mentioned that they felt “like playing a game; you sit in front of a keyboard and enter a PIN” (P14) and that this does not represent an ATM withdrawal scenario: “I never withdraw cash in front of a desktop monitor” (P1).

4.6.2 Perceived Differences: ATM Authentication in the Wild

When asked about any differences to an ATM authentication in the wild, participants voiced that they were familiar with the actions they had to do: “the actions I had to do were very similar to the real world; take the card, put in the card, take it out – it is the same mechanism” (P18). However, participants frequently brought up the authentication scheme and that this is not the way in which they authenticate in the real world: “it was quite realistic, I mean you enter a different PIN - the ColorPIN - which is different to the real world” (P14). This was mentioned for both our staged real-world ATM scenario and for the two VR ATM scenarios. For VR ATM and VR ATM Public participants further voiced that there was a lack of haptic feedback: “in VR all the haptics were missing, and also to identify the distance when interacting with the touch screen” (P12). Some participants (e.g., P2, P6) mentioned that they probably need more exposure to VR and that the novelty led to a different feeling compared to an ATM withdrawal in the wild.

4.6.3 Input Behaviour: The Keyboard

About half of our participants used touch typing when authenticating using ColorPIN, independent of the environment. Some participants voiced that they usually use touch typing when providing keyboard input, but this was different in our study: “[I] only used one finger because that is how I do it when interacting with an ATM” (P10) and “like I’d type on a traditional ATM, there wasn’t much difference” (P6). Interestingly, P1 mentioned that she only used touch typing in RW Lab and VR Lab because these two environments provided her with a feeling of being part of a workplace rather than an ATM environment. We discuss the importance of the context and users’ behaviour for authentication prototype designs further in Sect. 5.1.

5 DISCUSSION

Our findings confirm the previously reported differences between in-VR and real-world authentications [52] and keyboard-based input in VR than in the real world. When conducting, for the first time, in situ authentication research in VR and in a staged real-world setting, we found that both RW and VR exhibit similar patterns when comparing isolated with in situ authentications. Authentication times increased by 24.71% from RW Lab to RW ATM, by 14.17% from VR Lab to VR ATM, and by 22.31% from VR Lab to VR ATM Public. This indicates that in situ evaluations can have an impact on a real-world authentication system’s usability results (RQ1). In both the real and virtual environment, participants’ sense of presence increased significantly from the laboratory settings (RW Lab, VR Lab) to the ATM environments (RW ATM, VR ATM, VR ATM Public). In all ATM conditions, participants felt less being part of a user study compared to RW Lab, the de facto standard evaluation of novel authentication systems. This means, together with participants’ qualitative feedback, that applying VR for (simulated) authentication research contributes towards a considerable high authentication realism (RQ2) and shows that the use of VR to conduct simulated in-the-wild evaluations in the authentication domain achieved promising early results. There is no evidence that authentications using ColorPIN are more/less demanding in VR than in the real world (Table 1). This finding also supports the use of VR replicas for real-world authentication research and further contributes to the validation of VR for human-centred security research [52], particularly through the lens of (simulated) in situ evaluations.

Although we achieved promising results when comparing a staged real-world ATM scenario with a virtual replica, some typical user
behaviours in the wild (e.g., shielding PIN entries [7, 21]) were not present in our user study, which we discuss further in Sect. 5.2.

The use of VR enables conducting (simulated) in situ real-world authentication research in private and sensitive contexts that are often infeasible to research in the wild. Yet, it is important to acknowledge potential differences to in-the-wild observations.

5.1 There Is More to Context Than Authentication

Authentication systems that are proposed for specific contexts (e.g., public displays [20, 40, 42], mobile devices [13, 39, 41]), should, if possible, be evaluated in their intended usage scenario. Johnson [38] argued that the conventional usability laboratory is not able to adequately simulate conditions in the wild and cannot "provide for the wide range of competing activities and demands on users that might arise in a natural setting" [38]. Researchers need to understand how novel technology is being used to more accurately tailor the security mechanisms to users’ behaviour [5]. Lab-based evaluations are necessary for early and fast iterations of prototype authentication systems, but often there are no follow-up evaluations in the wild [51]. Therefore, it remains unclear how these systems perform in their intended usage context. In our study, there were several participants who voiced that they used touch typing in RW Lab and VR Lab but not in RW ATM, VR ATM, and VR ATM Public, and explained this around the fact that they perceived RW Lab and VR Lab as “sitting in front of a PC at work”. We encourage future work to further contribute to usability evaluations in different contexts as they can, as evidenced through our work, impact users’ performance, sense of presence, and behaviour. This is particularly important because user behaviour is a key factor in security failures [65], but if authentication systems are studied in traditional lab settings only (RW Lab, VR Lab), we as a community will not be able to identify and capture the causes of undesirable user behaviour because users’ behaviour in the lab might not depict their behaviour in the wild.

Context is a key factor when evaluating authentication schemes and can impact a system’s usability evaluation results and how users interact and behave. Leveraging VR to replicate real-world space that is hard to research contributes to more realistic, affordable, and effective authentication research.

5.2 Achieving High Realism is Hard

Although our VR ATMs (i.e., VR ATM, VR ATM Public) outperformed our baseline (VR Lab), e.g., resulted in a higher level of presence and perceived realism (Sect. 4.3, Sect. 4.5), eliciting in-the-wild authentication behaviour using VR still remains a challenge. This is apparent in our study as follows. Participants mentioned that both the real-world ATM and the two VR ATM replicas provided them with a high level of realism and that all three setups came close to in-the-wild ATM authentication. However, we noticed that the authentication scheme - ColorPIN [20] - impacted their perceived realism and the extent to which their behaviour in our study matched with reality [21]. There was a general consensus that our lab setup did a good job in replicating an ATM scenario, but that the novelty of the authentication scheme made them realise they are a) still in a user study and b) that there is a mismatch between an ATM authentication in the wild and our simulations (Sect. 4.4.2). While it can be argued that the novelty effect in this context could be reduced by replacing ColorPIN [20] with traditional authentication, doing this would hinder researchers from drawing any conclusions on the usability of novel systems and would restrict such user studies to already deployed systems. VR can contribute to more realistic authentication research, especially in private and sensitive contexts that are otherwise challenging to study, but we learned that at the point where novel systems are introduced users are likely to not behave like they would do in the wild. For example, none of our participants shielded their PIN entry, whereas observational studies showed that about a third of ATM users shield their PIN entry [21]. This implies that using VR for in situ authentication research cannot fully replace studies in the wild, but as evidenced through our user study, it can advance state-of-the-art authentication research in the lab and enables researchers to study scenarios that are challenging to study in the wild. The aim of VR-based in situ studies should not be to replace field research or traditional lab studies, but to complement existing methodologies and provide researchers with an additional research approach to conduct (simulated) in situ research.

Staged real-world environments and VR replicas contribute to a high sense of authentication realism. However, evaluating (novel) authentication systems in a highly ecologically valid context still remains a challenge due to the nature of user studies.

6 LIMITATIONS

We decided to study ATM authentication, a context that is challenging to study in the real world [21]. Other contexts and authentication systems, for example, biometric airport systems [66], novel authentication systems for doors [56], or gaze-based ATM authentication [25] are worth investigating to exploit the full potential of VR for usable security research. Furthermore, Volkamer et al. [76] highlighted significant differences in users’ ATM interaction behavior between different countries. Future work may want to run a cross-country study of a VR-based in situ research approach to compare the results with our findings and ColorPIN’s original study [20]. Finally, as technology improves, more advanced VR headsets may increase participants’ perceived realism when interacting with virtual replicas of real-world authentication systems. Our user study was conducted in 2021 using the Oculus Quest 2, which has to be noted and considered when aiming to replicate our findings. Increased display resolutions and larger field of views (e.g., Pimax Vision 8k) may contribute to even more realistic (virtual) study environments.

7 CONCLUSION

We studied the use of VR for in situ authentication research, a promising application for VR to contribute to the transition of usable and secure authentication methods into the real world [51]. We aimed to understand the extent to which VR can be used for advanced authentication research and how the evaluation context (isolated vs integrated) impacts an authentication system’s usability evaluation results. We compared how ColorPIN [20] performs when evaluated in a lab environment (RW Lab and VR Lab) and as part of an ATM interaction experience (RW ATM, VR ATM, VR ATM Public). Our findings showed that presenting users with an ATM in the real world and a virtual replica in VR contributes to more realistic authentication research, improves participants’ sense of being part of an ATM authentication scenario, and impacts a system’s usability evaluation results with similar patterns in reality and VR. Our findings have implications for VR, HCI, and security researchers by providing them with a novel research approach to conduct research in contexts that are otherwise infeasible to research in the wild. We concluded with three key lessons and hope that the use of VR for in situ authentication research finds widespread adoption, complements existing research methods, and results in advanced usable and secure authentication methods in the long run.
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